FITTINGS & INSTALLATION TOOLS

APPLICATIONS
- 17mm fits Techline HCVXR, HCVXR-RW/RWP, CV, DL, RW and RWP driplines, and PE irrigation hose
- 12mm fits Techline EZ

SPECIFICATIONS
- Acceptable hose sizes for 17mm: 0.56” - 0.60” inside diameter
- Acceptable hose sizes for 12mm: 0.426” inside diameter

FEATURES & BENEFITS

BARBED FITTINGS
For secure fit and easy installation without clamps, glue or tools.

UV RESISTANT
Withstands heat, direct sun and harsh chemicals.

ONE-PIECE CONSTRUCTION
For added strength, durability and long-term performance.

ALLOWS FOR EASY ON-SITE INSPECTION
For proper fitting and installation.

17mm FOR TECHLINE® HCVXR, HCVXR-RW/RWP, CV, DL AND RW/RWP

INSERT COUPLING
Model TLCOUP

INSERT ELBOW
Model TLELL

1/2” MPT ADAPTER
Model TL050MA

3/4” MPT ADAPTER
Model TL075MA

INSERT ADAPTER FOR 1” OR LARGER PE
(requires 11mm or 7/16” punch)
Model TLIAPE-B

INSERT CROSS
(requires 11mm or 7/16” punch)
Model TLCROS

INSERT TEE
Model TLTEE

3/4” MPT x ’V’
Model TL2W075MA

COMBINATION TEE
INS x INS x 1/2” FPT
Model TL050FTEE
INS x INS x 3/4” FPT
Model TL075FTEE

MANUAL FLUSH VALVE
Model TLSOV

FIGURE 8 LINE END
Model TLFIG8

EMITTER MICRO-TUBING ADAPTER
Model TLMTUBEADP

WHEELBARROW TUBING DISPENSER
Model WBTD

MPT = Male Pipe Thread
INS = Insert
FPT = Female Pipe Thread
12mm FOR TECHLINE® EZ

INSERT COUPLING
Model T12COUP

REDUCING COUPLING
12MM BARB x 17MM BARB
Model T12RCOUP

INSERT TEE
Model T12TEE

INSERT ELBOW
Model T12ELL

1/2” MPT ADAPTER
Model T12050MA

3/4” MPT ADAPTER
Model T12075MA

INSERT CROSS
Model T12CROSS

COMBINATION TEE
INS x INS x 3/4” FPT
Model T12075FTEE

INSERT ADAPTER FOR 1” OR LARGER PE
Model T12IAPE-B

INSERT ADAPTER FOR 1 1/2” OR LARGER PVC
Model T12IAPVC-B

3/4” MPT x ‘V’
Model T122W075MA

MANUAL FLUSH VALVE
Model T12SOV

FITTING COMBO PACKS

FITTING COMBO 3 PACK
Model T12COMBOPACK3

FITTING COMBO 4 PACK
Model T12COMBOPACK4

FOR 17mm & 12mm DRIPLINE

6” SOIL STAPLE
Model TLS6-25
Model TLS6-100
Model TLS6-1000

DRILL BIT FOR PVC
INSERT ADAPTER
Model TDBIT16.5

TOOLS FOR 17mm & 12mm DRIPLINE

PRESSURE GAUGE
(0-30 psi)
Model GAUGE30

PRESSURE GAUGE
(0-100 psi)
Model GAUGE100

SHRADER VALVE
(1/8” MPT)
Model 61APS1/8

PRESSURE GAUGE NEEDLE
Model 6809091

NETAFIM USA
(888) 638 2346
www.netafimusa.com

MPT = Male Pipe Thread
INS x INS = Insert x Insert
FPT = Female Pipe Thread
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